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STUKAS DESTROYED AND ENEMY COLUMN BLITZED IN DESERT

Climaxing a day of unparalleled activity by the allied Air Forces in the Libyan
campaign, Hurricane fighters in one big, grim battle on Friday evening shot down

eleven enemy aircraft for certain and probably destroyed many others. In all,
during the day six Ju.87s, five Me.109s, one Macchi 202 and one Ju.88 were des-

troyed by our fighters. Our losses were nine aircraft. Four of our pilots are

known to be safe.

The combat took place towards dusk when the Hurricanes, which had an escort of

Spitfires, ran into a large force of enemy fighters and bombers which wore about to

make an attack on British positions in the now battle area where one of the fiercest

tank battles in the history of the North African War is still in progress. The

fighters hurled themselves straight at the enemy formation, scattered it and tackled

the Germans singly or in pairs. One after another of the enemy aircraft was sent

to the ground, disintegrating or on fire.

Pilots' stories of Friday evening’s battle show that the enemy formation out-

numbered our fighters. "When we first saw the Stukas they were going down like

raindrops dive-bombing," said, Pilot Officer L. Henry, of Carshalton, Surrey, "As

they came out of their dive we attacked them. I picked out a straggler to the star-

board and gave him a burst. He twisted down towards the deck after pieces had

broken off him, and, I registered him as a probable, I went back into the main

formation and picked, off another straggler. This Stuka was almost on the deck and.

he crashed, alter my dire had struck him,"

A Scottish sergeant pilot, Sgt. G. Dodds, of Bonnyrigg, near Dalkeith, rang up

his tenth success in Libya by shooting down an Me.109. "I was flying in the sun,”
he said, "Two Mes. came .along, but they didn’t see me, passing right underneath

and coming out in front of me. It was cold meat. I shot down one and damaged,
the other."

After the withdrawal of the gallant Free French Forces from battered Bir Hakeim

and the opening of the major tank clash to the north and, the north-east, a powerful

enemy tank and armoured column moved rapidly east, turning north-east towards

El Adem. The movement was in progress throughout Friday, the enemy force continu-

ing round, the south of El Adem aid for some distance beyond it towards the Axis road,
where it halted to await the outcome of the tank battle.

The task allotted to the squadrons of the Royal air Force, the South African

Air Force, end the Royal Australian *rlr Force was to smash this eastward-moving
column. It was no sinecure, for the column was bristling with anti-aircraft guns

of all kinds - a tribute to the effectiveness of Air Force raids on Axis ground

forces. Since the present campaign almost every vehicle has had an anti-

aircraft weapon and almost every man had something with which to fight off the

attacks that to be effective needed to be made from shot-gun range. To this task

the Air Forces threw their main strength. The result was the most intensive air

offensive ever seen in the desert.

The first attack began before eight o’clock on Friday, and, successive raids

were carried out through the day until there was no more light. Fighters, fighter-

bombers and bombers, in small and large formations, kept up a continuous shuttle

service between their bases and the scene of operations. So near was the "front"

to their bases that twenty minutes or so were sometimes enough for the round trip.

Over the short route there were generally several of these formations in the air

at one time. As one force was pounding the enemy another would be winging its way

back for a further "cargo" and would pass a third, formation on its way to the targets.

At times several formations would be wreaking destruction all together on the

column - the fighters at point-blank range raiding, the lorry-loads of infantrymen with

thousands of rounds of machine-gun bullets and, hundreds of drums of cannon-shells;

fighter bombers screaming down in power-dives to bomb and then come still lower and

join the fighters in their gunning, while Boston bombers, sedately cruising above

the column, would drop tons of bombs that blew many a group of vehicles into a
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shower of debris. By midday the route over which the enemy column had travelled

was marked by a blackened belt of scorched desert studded with craters and

littered with broken, burnt-out vehicles.

Pilots returning from the attack, enjoying a cigarette or a mug of tea

while ground, crews swarmed over their aircraft, refuelling and re-arming them,

described their role as "hellish good fun". aircraft came back tine and, again

with jagged holes in wings or fuselage, but each successive attack was fiercer

and more audacious than the last.
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